
Mathematical thought experiments as an
instrument for determining a philosophical

position and research strategies in
mathematics

Abstract

This paper aims to discuss an important role of thought experiments among many, namely that they 
can express and give grounds for the mathematician's research strategy and her philosophical view on
mathematics. 

Introduction

Mathematical thought experiments recently became a hot topic of discussion. The initial scepticism 
about them based on a narrow understanding of both mathematics and mathematical experimenting 
has been transforming into a more well-grained analysis of what they are and their roles. Thought 
experiments may play various roles in mathematical practice. In my more general overview paper I 
have argued that they are worse being considered as an independent method of mathematical 
practice. There I draw on their unique benefits over picture proofs and mathematical experiments.  
However, it has not been yet discussed, as far as I know, that they can be tailored to express and 
advocate metamathematical views and research strategies. 

Why is it important to determine a position on mathematics?

There are various approaches in the philosophy of mathematics, including Platonism, formalism, 
constructivism, intuitionalism, fictionalism. However, a position does not have to be determined 
within some of these “isms”. A mathematician naturally formulates her view on mathematics to 
understand the nature of objects and how to work with them.

Another reason is that a position defines an effective research strategy. This strategy can be 
revolutionary or conservative, but what is important is its certainty.

Defining a position and strategy, mathematicians try not only to express them but also make them 
plausible. Of course the best justification of a metamathematical position is its successful outcomes. 
But before a critical mass of such has been accumulated one tries to give some reasons to make it 
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plausible. Thought experiments are one of means for making things plausible, and thus they can be a 
good tool in determining the philosophical position and research strategies.

I will demonstrate how this can be done by three examples from three mathematicians. Two are 
famous examples from Yuri and Mikhail and the third is a very recent not known but very interesting
one from Alexander Gutman.

Platonism and prediction

A mathscape

I start with Yuri Manin’s beautiful “mathscape”. He represents his Platonic view on mathematics by 
using the following thought experiment:

"Many working mathematicians feel that their occupation is discovery rather than invention. My 
mental eye sees something like a landscape; let me call it a “mathscape”. I can place myself at 
various vantage points and change the scale of my vision; when I start looking into a new domain, I 
first try a bird’s eye view, then strive to see more details with better clarity. I try to adjust my 
perception to guess at a grand design in the chaos of small details and afterwards plunge again into 
lovely tiny chaotic bits and pieces." (Witt)

Then he applies his observations to the mathematical context. The “mathscape” is already there, 
waiting for us to discover it, up to some interpretations and conventions:

"Any written text is a description of a part of the “mathscape”, blurred by the combined 
imperfections of vision and expression. Every period has its own social conventions, and the 
aesthetics of the mathematical text belong to this domain."

Then he considers other mathematical entities from the mathematical context and places their 
metaphorical counterparts into the picture:

“Axioms, definitions and theorems are spots in local attractions and crossroads. Proofs are the roads 
themselves, the paths and the highways.”

Then the experiment responds back and leads to a new issue of mathematical values:

“Every itinerary has its own sightseeing qualities, which may be more important than the fact that it 
leads from A to B.”
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He finally reflects on the outcomes:

“With this metaphor, the perception of the basic goal of a proof, which is purportedly that of 
establishing ‘truth’, is shifted. A proof becomes just one of many ways to increase the awareness of a
mathscape. Any chain of argument is a one-dimensional path in a mathscape of infinite dimensions. 
Sometimes it leads to the discovery of its end-point, but as often as not we have already perceived 
this end-point, with all the surrounding terrain, and just did not know how to get there. We are lucky 
if our route leads us through a fertile land, and if we can lure other travelers to follow us.” (From 
Wittmann, E. Ch. (2002), p. 546, Original …).

Here, the majour and most general outcome is that besides discovering proofs we also discover the 
whole proof “environment”. The “mathscape” thought experiment helps to overcome a narrow 
idealised view on mathematical proof as justification only. Instead, it helps to realise the multiplicity 
and heterogeneity of proofs and see what Lakatos called “proof-generating”, namely generating new 
questions, concepts, definitions, methods and shaping mathematical programs. 

A castle in the mist

Interestingly, for the mathematical programs, Manin uses a kind of version of “mathscape”, namely, 
let us name it a “castelscape”:

“I imagine for myself a great castle, or something like that, and you gradually start seeing its 
contours through the deep mist, and begin to investigate something. How you formulate what it is 
you’ve seen depends on your type of thinking and on the scale of what you have seen, and on the 
social circumstances around you, and so on …”(Notices of the AMS Volume 56, Number 10)

Here there are three key elements: contours, scale and mist. The scale is smaller -- we are observing 
not the whole mathematics but its unit, a program. The scale also ranges  the level of mathematical 
generality in question. The contours are limits but also a framework for the program. Manin further 
experiments with the mist:

“And so you begin to blow away the mists, to find appropriate telescopes, seek analogies with 
edifices that have been discovered before, create a language for the things that you see so vaguely, 
and so on. This is what I would call, tentatively, a program.”

In contrast with a landscape, a castle in principle can be constructed, but in accord to the castle 
architecture:

“In logic, there was Hilbert’s program, except that he formulated it too optimistically. He wanted to 
prove that everything true was provable. He saw the contours of the edifice inaccurately, but the 
program developed anyway.”(my italic)
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“[W]hen a problem arises within a program—that’s when it can be a good one, when we know in 
advance to what edifice this detail belongs. The Riemann Hypothesis, without a doubt, is a problem 
that Riemann originated within a program, ... the “right” solution should be given in a wider context, 
which we already know.” (my italic)

The image of the castle suggests a framework for guessing possible solutions and moves. When the 
mist dilutes, what appears, should be within the contours. Discoveries emerging are expected to fit 
the program and candidates sticking out most probably are wrong.

"I’m somewhat apprehensive that its [the Riemann Hypothesis] first solution might be a 
proof using blunt analytic methods. It will receive every imaginable prize, the solution will 
be acclaimed in every newspaper in the world, and all of this will be misleading because the 
“right” solution should be given in a wider context, which we already know. We even know 
several approaches to a solution. Nevertheless, it is quite possible that the first solution will 
be a poor and uninteresting one." (Ibid)

«Я несколько опасаюсь, что ее первое решение [гипотезы Римана] может оказаться 
доказательством с использованием грубых аналитических методов. Оно получит все 
мыслимые призы, решение будет опубликовано во всех газетах мира, и все это будет 
вводить в заблуждение, потому что «правильное» решение должно быть дано в более 
широком контексте, который мы уже знаем. Мы даже знаем несколько подходов к 
решению. Тем не менее, вполне возможно, что первое решение будет плохим и 
неинтересным».

More to the mist

After the program scope, Manin moves to a smaller scale of the castlescape closer to particular  
research methods, saying that “But there is something more to the mist: it turns out that it does not 
necessarily need to be blown away but can be useful.”

He gives an example of how it can be useful in approaching mathematical paradoxes, in particular, 
the theorem of Banach-Tarski:

“You start with a ball, and it turns out that you can cut it into five pieces, rearrange them, put them 
back together, and you obtain two balls of the same size as the initial one. This construction tells us a
lot. For example, to the critics of the set-theoretic approach in general, it means that if this view leads
one to such an assertion, then it is not mathematics, but some sort of wild nonsense. For logicians it 
is an example of a paradoxical application of the axiom of choice of Zermelo and so an argument 
against accepting it. And aside from all this, it is very beautiful geometry.”  (pp. 1273-74)

The key point was that we must not imagine “pieces” as solid material objects, but rather clouds of 
points. We must imagine that a ball consists of indivisible points. You are allowed to call a “piece” 
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any subset of these points, you can move it and turn it around, but only as a whole, moving it as a 
single object, so that the pairwise distances between points remain the same. So you split the sphere 
not into solid pieces, but into five clouds. And these clouds can mutually penetrate each other; in 
fact, there’s nothing solid about them. They have no volume, no weight, they are wonderful objects 
of a highly trained imagination. 

“Ключевым моментом было то, что мы должны представлять себе «кусочки» не как твердые 
материальные объекты, а скорее как облака точек. Мы должны представить себе, что шар 
состоит из неделимых точек. Разрешается называть «куском» любое подмножество этих 
точек, его можно перемещать и поворачивать, но только как единое целое, перемещая как 
единый объект, так, чтобы попарные расстояния между точками оставались одинаковыми. Так
вы разбиваете сферу не на твердые куски, а на пять облаков. И эти облака могут взаимно 
проникать друг в друга; на самом деле в них нет ничего твердого. У них нет ни объема, ни 
веса, они — прекрасные объекты высокотренированного воображения.”

Why is there no obvious contradiction? Isn’t it true that two balls contain more points than each one?
No, the infinite number of points is exactly the same, and here is Manin’s another thought 
experiment to prove this:

“Take the sheet of paper, and hold it so that it blocks your view of the wall completely. The paper 
hides the wall from your sight. Now if a beam of light comes out of every point on the wall and lands
in your eye, it must pass through the sheet of paper. Each point on the wall corresponds to a point on 
the sheet of paper, so there must be the same number of each.”

«Возьми лист бумаги и держи его так, чтобы он полностью закрывал тебе вид на стену. 
Бумага скрывает стену от вашего взгляда. Теперь, если луч света выходит из каждой точки на 
стене и попадает вам в глаз, он должен пройти сквозь лист бумаги. Каждая точка на стене 
соответствует точке на листе бумаги, поэтому их должно быть одинаковое количество».

“The message here is that if you make a dust of individual points out of your initial ball, there will be
enough points to fill two, or three, or even an infinity of balls of arbitrary sizes.” 

Manin’s main point is that “Instead of sets, clouds of discrete elements, we envisage some sorts of 
vague spaces, which can be very severely deformed, mapped one to another, and all the while the 
specific space is not important, but only the space up to deformation. If we really want to return to 
discrete objects, we see continuous components, the pieces whose form or even dimension does not 
matter.”

To sum up this part, via the mathscape thought experiment, Manin explains his view on:

1. The (realistic) nature of  mathematics in general, 
2. The notion of a mathematical proof, 
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3. Mathematical epistemic values in respect to proofs and programs,
4. Research strategies such as formulating and solving problems within research programs 

rather than pointly, 
5. Particular useful visualising methods in reasoning about uncountable sets, paradoxes and 

continuum.

The large scale geometry of groups
This revolutionary idea belongs to Mikhail Gromov. Let G be any infinite group with different finite 
sets of generators S, T and maybe others. Each set decorates the group with a particular structure, 
which can be depicted by a Cayley graph. From a visual representation of the Cayley graph of (G, S) 
or (G, T) – it does not matter which – we can try zooming out in visual imagination so far that the 
fine details of the Cayley graph are lost and features of the large scale geometry (or ‘coarse’ 
geometry) of the object now come into view. The picture below represents three Cayley graphs of the
group of integers over addition generated by sets {1}; {1,3} and {1,2} correspondingly.

From faraway all three look roughly linear, i.e. roughly similar to the real line. Mathematically 
speaking there is a quasi-equivalence between integers and reals, which may sound nonsense at first, 
but this reasoning can go even further. While we are zooming out from the picture, the large-scale 
geometry looks the same for whichever Cayley graph we start with, that is, regardless of a generating
set. This implies that properties which are invariant with respect to a generating set, can be 
discovered by attending to the coarse geometry of the object we reach by zooming out. In Gromov’s 
own words:
"This space [the space of the Cayley graph of Γ = (G, S) with the shortest path metric] may appear 
boring and uneventful to a geometer’s eye since it is discrete and the traditional local (e.g. 
topological and infinitesimal) machinery does not run in Γ. To regain the geometric perspective one 
has to change his/her position and move the observation point far away from Γ. Then the metric in Γ 
seen from a distance d becomes the original distance divided by d and for d → ∞ the points in Γ 
coalesce into a connected continuous solid unity which occupies the visual horizon without any gaps 
or holes and fills the geometer’s heart with joy."
To get Gromov’s genius idea one must bear in mind that neither groups, nor corresponding Cayley 
graphs are geometric objects: ‘edges’ are just pairs of vertices and so contain no points between 
endpoints. A Cayley graph with the shortest path metric is a metric space, but the metric is discrete, 
as the distance between any two vertices is a non-negative integer. However, by zooming out from 
the group, the discrete object is transformed in appearance into a space with a dense and continuous 
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metric, having (non-negative) real values. The Figures below demonstrate this effect for the 
Euclidean and the hyperbolic cases.
Zooming into a hyperbolic group. Interestingly, the zooming experiment can be reversed in the sense 
that we can also zoom in. Zooming in and out are particularly useful for grasping something as a 
whole and also to work on specific points of interest.

In the hyperbolic case, the snowflake graph roughly resembles its embodiment into the Poincare disc 
(one of the standard displays for a hyperbolic 2D space H2). Zooming out gives an idea of 
resemblance of the diagrams: only, one is from graph theory and another is from geometry. As soon 
as we talk about a hyperbolic space we have to obey the ‘triangle condition’, i.e. the sum of inner 
angles of a hypo-triangle is <π, in contrast to an Euclidean triangle. The problem is there are no 
triangles in graphs.
Now imagine that you pinch a Euclidean triangle by its side's middle points towards the center, as in 
figure below. It will become hyperbolic. Then pinch it until the middle points collapse in one. The 
already thin hyperbolic triangle will become a zero-thin tripode. If you zoom into the graph, you note
that the image consists of such tripods, i.e. zero-thin triangles. Exactly as all triangles are thin in any 
hyperbolic space (at least one side is pinched in), all triangles in this graph are also zero-thin. 
Therefore, the graph, which is a Cayley graph of the group F2 is hyperbolic, so is F2.

What is Gromov's point?
The revolutionary idea behind this thought experiment is geometrisation of group theory.  Groups are
algebraic discrete objects. Gromov, breaking the traditional border between algebra and geometry, 
suggests throwing groups into the same basket with continuous objects, by ignoring their fine 
combinatorial structure. Firstly, this is against the common preferences for purity of mathematical 
methods, in the sense that solving problems by internal to the theory means rather than borrowing the
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neighbour’s ones,  and trying to fit them to the initial context. Secondly, it looks very inaccurate in 
terms of mathematical formalism. Here how he replies to these doubts:
"One may start to feel uncomfortable by realizing how much structure has been lost as one passed 
from G to the quasi-isometry class of G with its word metric. Indeed, one barters here the rigid 
crystalline beauty of a group for a soft and flabby chunk of geometry where all measurements have 
built-in errors. But something amazing and unexpected happens here as was discovered by Mostow 
in 1968: the quasi-isometric (or large-scale) geometry turns out to be far more rich and powerful than
appears at first sight. In fact one believes nowadays that most essential elements of an infinite group 
are quasi-isometry invariant." (Ibid, p.6)
Можно начать чувствовать себя некомфортно, осознав, как много структуры было потеряно 
при переходе от G к классу квазиизометрии G с его словесной метрикой. Действительно, здесь
можно обменять строгую кристаллическую красоту группы на мягкий и дряблый кусок 
геометрии, где все измерения имеют встроенные ошибки. Но здесь происходит нечто 
удивительное и неожиданное, как это было обнаружено Мостоу в 1968 году: 
квазиизометрическая (или крупномасштабная) геометрия оказывается гораздо богаче и 
мощнее, чем кажется на первый взгляд. На самом деле в настоящее время считается, что 
большинство существенных элементов бесконечной группы квазиизометрически 
инвариантны».

Therefore geometrisation of group theory as a research program turned out to be highly successful in 
mathematical and epistemic terms. The quasi-isometric geometry turned out to be far more rich and 
powerful than it appears at the first glance and "breaking with the old mistrust toward geometry as 
`non-rigorous' has been generously rewarded" (Gromov 1993, 8).
Finally, Gromov explains his personal mathematical preferences for the geometric approach:

"The last but not the least argument in favour of geometry is applicability of geometric ideas to the 
solution of some group-theoretic problems. After all, the actual reason why one approaches a 
problem from a geometric angle is because someone's eye is bent this way. No amount of 
rationalization can conceal the truth" (Ibid 10).

To sum up, by means of his zooming thought experiment, Gromov introduces 

1. The revolutionary geometric view on mathematics,
2. The research program for geometric groups theory,
3. The notion of quasi-isometry,
4. The large scale research strategy,
5. His preferences for the geometric approach in contrast to the combinatorial approach

Humanoids' vision

Finally one more short but very interesting example worth considering. Alexander Gutman invented 
this thought experiment to give his interpretation of Paul Cohen's proof of  independence of the 
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Continuum Hypothesis (CH). Interestingly, there is another thought experiment suggested by Freiling
and advocated by James Robert Brown, which aims to refute CH.

The CH hypothesis is about the possible sizes of infinite sets. It states:

There is no set whose cardinality is strictly between that of the integers and the real numbers.

Gutman’s thought experiment goes as follows (I am quoting his words closely): "Imagine 
mathematics as a stereoscopic picture. Where could we find such an intermediate set? With our 
normal human vision we do not see it. We can try searching in various corners but nothing helps. 
Now let's look at mathematics with relaxed eyes. Similar to stereoscoping pictures, it may start 
seeming that we see something. We take a stylus and draw the seeming contours on top of the 
picture. As a result, we obtain an image, and this is this set. Cohen found a way to relax the eyes and 
see this set. Therefore, in our eyes there is no such set, but in another relaxed or some humanoids' 
vision, there is. Therefore, its existence depends on the vision, and cannot be proved or refuted. 
Therefore, this problem is not our problem, but the problem of the continuum. For us it is not a 
problem.”

What can we learn from this example? Gutman makes a point that firstly, for him the CH problem is 
closed. Secondly,  distinguishing various “systems of vision” is a strategy to deal with problems, 
namely to separate them by different layers instead of attacking them in a full generality.

Discussion
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We have examined three cases of mathematical thought experiments. All three are based on visual 
thought experiments and all three are reflecting a metamathematical position and research strategy. 
One question is left to address: Why are these thought experiments? 

One can ask why not to call them simply metaphors? In fact, Manin calls his mathscape “a 
metaphor” and none of the three mathematicians use this term. The answer is that the thought 
experiments are based on the metaphorical scenario. However, they exceed a metaphor.

I identify these examples as thought experiments by the following criteria. 

1. They are experiments because they include the procedure of changing certain parameters and 
observing invariants. 

2. They are thought experiments because they extend the established mathematical procedures 
and rely on imagination. 

3. They are mathematical or as I stress metamathematical because they aim at expressing 
metamathematical positions and mathematical research strategies.
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